
Products & Services
Navetta designs and manufacturers premier lecture room and auditorium furniture with a focus on  
striking aesthetics, meticulous engineering, and unparalleled value. Navetta’s revolutionary products  
for lecture halls, seminar rooms, and auditorium furniture have created beautiful and productive  
environments for colleges, universities, hospitals, and other institutions.

ShuttleSystem has manufactured innovative, ergonomic school furniture designed to be flexible and  
dynamic in today’s modern classroom for over 40 years. By anticipating and responding to current 
trends in learning and teaching Shuttle has successfully pioneered functional and durable furniture  
that meet the needs of the K-12 environment.

Our Services Include: Our Products Include:

• Design-Build 

• Project Consultation

• In-House Engineering 
 
• Expert Installers

• Fixed Lecture Tables

• Auditorium Seating

• Loose Seating

• Loose Tables
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GOVMVMT  
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http://navettadesign.com
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A Non-Profit Public Purchasing Program
About GOVMVMT

GOVMVMT was founded around one basic principle: creating a true, not-for-profit, public-focused 
program that is centered around providing dependable programs and services. GOVMVMT is 
reinventing cooperative purchasing that assures legitimate public agency bidding, conforms to the 
highest public procurement standards, and is validated by certified public procurement professionals.

What They Do

We help combine the purchasing power of public agencies from across the country into contracts 
that are competitively solicited, evaluated, and awarded by a lead public agency. GOVMVMT’s 
solicitations are based on public agency feedback that is gathered to identify opportunities to 
address traditionally challenging contracts or to provide efficiency through volumes of scale.

Who They Serve

GOVMVMT provides a credible, collaborative environment where public agencies and top-tier
suppliers can work together to provide quality offerings for a true public benefit. ASBO International 
and GOVMVMT have formed an exclusive partnership to offer publicly bid contracts that conform 
to the highest public procurement standards that are validated by certified public procurement 
professionals to their members. For additional information visit www.govmvmt.org.
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